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vras Jus turn to open a pastime. Eve'rs
was up against It

Cheney had to be used in regular
turn. This puf the rescue proposition
up in the air. Then Lavender flashed
through as a game-save- r. Jimmy
made many starts this year, and some
of them he finished, but he couldn't
last nine innings with any frequency.
For five or six innings he has every-
thing and then seems to fade. He
has just the right amount of stamina
for a rescuer and is gameVand nervy.
The fact that he is pitching with his
team in the ruck, or barely on even
terms in a hard scrap, does not re-
flect itself in his pitching.

His ability to finish games kept
iim on the team this year. Perhaps
he can find the needed strength for
a full game during the off season.

The pinch hit, properly applied, is
a work of art, but the pinch hitter
is a peculiar insect. Numerous guys
can go up at the psychological mo-
ment, deliver the sugar swat and then
retire to the bench until the next op-

portunity offers.
Put these same marvelous pinch

hitters in a regular position, let them
perform daily and their batting aver-
ages disappears as quickly as a "tall
one" in the first ward. Two cases
in point are Cy Williams, the lengthy
Cub, and Doc Miller, Philly outfielder.
Both were in the picture yesterday.
Cy delivered the swat that won for
the Cubs. Miller failed. ,

A few days ago Williams was shov-e- d

to the plate from the bench with
i a man on first. He promptly un-
buckled a home run. And he has been

-- pulling these timely punches with
pleasing frequency.

- Miller is considered the most co-
nsistent pinch hitter in the National

i League. He has connected more than
ihalf the times he has gone up in a
tight place. That is, when he was not

"a regular.
Now see what these boys did when

Kthey had a daily job. 'Williams was
"the loud noise in the Cub attack for
S&week after he was put'to work. He

was macing frequent doubles and tri-
ples. 'Now and then a single oriomer
was interlarded. His batting average
climbed away over .300, and it Was
believed the outfield problem was
scled. And then the pitchers began
to hook 'em over on the lengthy club-
ber. He couldn't get the ball. safe,
and, after his slump had continued
for some time, he was benched. ,

Miller made such a notable record
as a pinch, hitter early in the season
that Charlie Dooin sent him in as a
regular. The burden of chasing flies
and batting in the same game was
too heavy for the pincher. He went
several games in succession without
denting the hit column. Naturally,
Dooin placed him in the stable. But
the very next time Miller was sent
up as a pinch hitter he broke off. a
slashing double.

The only possible explanation is
that these batters have a glaring
weakness at the plate. When they
are on duty every day the pitchers
are enabled to study it and act ac-

cordingly. But when these same men
are used as pinch swatters they come
up on even terms with the grapeviner.
They can hit certain kinds of balls
with, stinging effect and produce.

Miller has been in the league for
some time, and, as he still has his
weakness, there is little hope that he
will ever become a regular among
the topnotchers.

Williams' case is different. The
Notre Dame star is young and can
overcome his failing.

In yesterday's two battles Wilbur
Good got four hits in the first game,
and Otto Knabe performed the same
stunt in the second. Zim prodded a
triple and homer in the second. Saier,
soaked a triple and homer in the first.
Schulte and Luderus also produced,-- '
four-bagge-

Jimmy Callahan isn t sure whether
the gent who supervises the weather
in Boston is a friend or enemy of
the White Sox. Saturday he spilled
a mess of rain that prevented the
game. Today he upset the 'bucket
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